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LETTER FROM...

Editor’s Note

Letter from…
Chatsworth Road

‘Sometimes you can tell a
large story with a tiny subject’

By Jørn Tomter

~Eliot Porter

S

tory telling is at the heart of photography.
Whether we take a portrait, a street scene,
or even a landscape or photographic
image we tell a story about this place often the story of our own connection and
interpretation.

Visual Storytelling through photography has always
been at the heart of fLIP and indeed London Independent Photography. We’ve been searching for image
sequences that in combination tell us a bigger story
than individual images… and so continuing our
editorial tradition for this theme, we present stories
of friendship, family relations, encounters with
strangers and our environment, captured in a visual
narrative. There are ‘short stories’, detailed interactions and relations captured in a single image…
A big thank you for all the very high-quality submissions we’ve received for this summer issue. We hope
we’ve assembled a broad and interesting spectrum
of visual storytelling that will engage, inspire and
facilitate our discussion around photography.
Now for a little heads-up! The winter issue of fLIP
will be a collaboration with the Urban Photo Fest,
which is organised in association with Goldsmiths
College, to be held across London from 10-15th
November, 2017. It’s very exciting news not just
because it’s a great opportunity to be part of this
festival, but it also opens up the potential to broaden
our readership. Therefore, the theme for the next
issue will be ‘Urban’ and the submission deadline
will be slightly earlier than usual. Look out for it.
We’ll publish the final date on the website and circulate it in the monthly highlights.
In the meantime, all of us at fLIP wish you a great
summer with lots of inspiration for your photography!
Best wishes,
Frank Orthbandt
editors@londonphotography.org.uk
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W

hen I started my I Love
Chatsworth Road project in
2010, I’d just become a dad, and
I was looking for a project close
to home so I could spend time
with my son. We had just bought
our place and the first time I walked down the street I
fell in love with Chatsworth Road. It felt like nothing
had changed for decades but I had a strong feeling this
area would change rapidly over the next few years.
For a long time I’d been wanting to document the
neighbourhoods I lived in, but never got around to
doing it – but this time I felt the time was right, so I
started taking photos with no particular plan in mind,
except that I wanted to include the whole demographic spectrum; the businesses, the people and the area.
At the time, I wasn’t getting many commissions as a
photographer and our economy wasn’t great. I felt
depressed at times not always knowing how to pay
the bills, but keeping myself busy with personal
work always seem to be a good way for me to fight
depression, which led to a very productive start.
It was after I did my first pop-up portrait studio the
idea of a magazine came along. I had offered everyone
who sat for me a free print. To manage this financially I did a crowdfunding to buy a printer, and enough
ink and paper to hand out 300 or so portraits. A new
landlord on the street let me use his empty shop for
a week and people from all backgrounds and ages
came by, and despite the saturated digital market
everyone seemed thrilled about getting an actual print
of themselves to put on the wall. After this I decided to
do an exhibition locally (I thought it would be wrong
to show the photos in a gallery remote from the people
in my photos) and I came up with the idea of the paper,
showing a selection of the photos. It was printed in
limited edition of 500 and alongside my photos, were
stories written by local people. The paper was well
received, and today is still going strong; I’ve just
finished issue 6! Now it looks more like a magazine
and is printed in 5000 copies, with plans to grow. I
have talented contributors to do illustrations, design,

sub editing and texts. We distribute the paper free to
local households around Chatsworth Road as well as
shops, cafes and bars in Hackney.
My idea has always been to make a local magazine but
with a high quality and content interesting enough
to appeal to people wherever they live. We have a
pretty big following, with advertising agencies, art
magazines and travel guides all picking up on it.
Being funded by local advertising it doesn’t make any
money, so all my work is done in my spare time. It
can be challenging at times, but it’s a labour of love. I
hope that one day it will become an important archive
of a small geographical area; something for future
generations to look at and use in research.
I’ll probably go on as long as I have the time and
energy. It would be great to invest at least 10 years
in total, leaving me another three years to photograph
here, but then I might never stop! I’m very lucky to
be doing this, and it is a fantastic way to learn about
people and your local community. It has also led to
some great commissions for me. There are photographic opportunities everywhere, and one doesn’t always
have to travel to a different country to photograph for
a project. If you have a digital camera and more than
an hour a week to spare, then you can always create
something interesting.

All images ©Jørn Tomter/I Love Chatsworth Road
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Ophelia
By Nicola Jayne Maskrey

' An exploration of the
story of Shakespeare’s
Ophelia, made in response
to previous artistic
interpretations of the text.'

A

s a teenager, I was sitting by the
Goodwin Fountain in Sheffield town
centre one Saturday afternoon (the
same fountain Pulp sings about), when
a young woman in a long purple dress
walked over and threw a lilo and loads
of flowers into it. She waded in and laid down on the
lilo, amongst the flowers and bits of floating litter,
whilst a man leaned in to photograph her. She looked
pretty fed up.
Years later, I saw Millais’ Pre-Raphaelite interpretation of Ophelia hanging in Tate Britain and was
intrigued by how peaceful she looked, so I researched
other works and found them all to be the same. These
paintings, made by men, felt like overly romanticised
misrepresentations of the potentially violent ending of
a young woman with serious mental health issues that
died either by accident or suicide.
The actual text leaves it open to the reader to decide
for themselves what really happened to Ophelia,
so without attempting to answer that question I
decided to make a series of images that would still be
beautiful, but would also portray the destruction and
turmoil that lay beneath the romanticism and serenity
suggested in these other versions, both in image and
process. As an experimental artist I didn’t plan the
method beforehand, instead choosing to be guided by
instinctive responses to process throughout.

heavy symbolism of the Pre-Raphaelite paintings, but
to reference the story of Ophelia picking flowers next
to a river, we picked a handful of Crocosmia leaves
and flowers that were growing nearby.
I then printed the images onto cheap A4 paper using
a domestic printer, stuck them to a window, and
re-photographed them with the light shining through
onto 35mm slide film, simultaneously intensifying
and degrading the images. Whilst the title image is a
composite of two photographs, the remainder are all
single full frame images.
In the final stage I used out-of-date Polaroid 669 film
to make water-based emulsion lifts onto textured
watercolour paper; the destructive yet delicate nature
of the process continuing the themes of the subject
matter. I soaked the Polaroid 669 prints in a hot water
bath to lift the emulsion containing the image from
the paper beneath, then floated the emulsion onto
textured (cold-press) watercolour paper.
Polaroid 669 film was discontinued around the same
time that I started this project so I am limited to the
number of editions I can make; no other version of
the film so completely and so beautifully adheres to
the paper. The final images vary between each series,
in that the out-of-date film creates slightly different
tonal and colour ranges, and the emulsion ripples and
tears differently each time. Therefore, although this is
a limited-edition series, each original print is unique.

I started by shooting underwater digital photographs
of a friend wearing an old nightdress. In protest of the
6 FLIP
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How I see Things
Small World Storytelling
By Jo Stapleton

'My aim was to suggest
movement, atmosphere,
action and dynamism.'

phy, I ventured into the world of constructed reality
photography. Working in small scale I was able to
create my own environments to construct and capture
photographic moments or stories. Using the quality
of slow speed Adox film (CMS Art 25), and applying
the techniques of theatre lighting but on a very small
scale, my aim was to suggest movement, atmosphere,
action and dynamism.

A

s a music and live art student in the mid
1990s, I discovered the work of Cindy
Sherman and marvelled at her ability
to construct, capture and portray a
story in a single photographic moment.
Around this time, I began experimenting with super8 and developed an interest in analogue
filmmaking and photography. Finding my own way in
photography and the secrets of the dark room, I was
also particularly drawn to what appeared to be the
‘do-it-yourself’ nature of Sherman’s work. She created
and constructed her own visual worlds and stories.
As a self-taught novice with limited access to resources, I found this approach liberating. Sherman’s work
coupled with an obsession with the visual style of film
noir - particularly early Hitchcock, has influenced my
own photographic practice by becoming a point of
reference to which I find I myself returning.
Around 10 years ago, inspired by the novels of Jean
Rhys - featuring ladies down on their luck, living
in down-at-heel Paris hotels, I began a series called
Dolls House Drama. Initially using dolls house
models and furniture coupled with macro photogra-
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Since the Dolls House Drama project, I’ve continued to
explore the small world of macro photography using
plastic toys, animal and models to construct and tell
stories. As a photographer working in black and
white, I’ve used techniques such as lith printing to
give tone and richness to my images, but for my latest
series of work I wanted to push myself out of my
comfort zone to apply my techniques and approach to
working with colour.
In this current series, working title small world
- afraid of colour, I’m working with Adox Colour
Implosion film, and shooting at low speed with
intense lighting and vivid backdrops. The aim is to
address my fear of working with colour head on and
to make the most of the properties of the film.
Many of the models used in this series are mass
produced, cheap, disposable plastic toys and as such
are lacking in detail. The purpose of the object is
often to create a surface-level representation to be
enhanced by the act and imagination of play. This
very much mirrors my own approach to creating
images. The imperfections of the objects arising from
mass production, such as a raggedy piece of plastic or
an oversized limb, become points of interest and can
add to the story. Looking through the viewfinder, I
often focus on one particular feature and seek to blur
and make unreal the surroundings. Success for me is
for the viewer to see and experience what I’ve created
and imagined through photographic play.
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Beyond the Divide
By Anne Clements

She’s a Prod you know.
		

He’s a Papist.

			

No Surrender! But she did.

				
			
		

And I was born a love child.

He visited us secretly on Sundays.

He gave us photos of himself.

My fertile father was a flirt.
He loved women.
He married a Catholic and had many children.
		

Now that my parents are dead I wonder...

			if only...
What if?
What then?
10 FLIP
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Two Women: Friendship
By Clare Park and Debbie Green

O

ur images emerge from the combination of friendship, memory, imagination, preparation and the creativity engendered by all these. The
photographic process and our once a
month shoot date fuel our friendship
and energetically lead us outwards from places
of introspection. The images often have recurring
themes and include personal artefacts; they are in the
main auto-biographical; they are in response to how
each of us sees the world currently. We understand
that the shoot itself is improvisation... how even two
of the images were created without us being together:
one shoot, impossible because of ceaseless rain, had
to happen two days later without ‘us’, and the other
at a distance apart because of incapacity. Once there
is photographic space there is a void, and then the
process to the final image seemingly has its own
volition and we allow this…
We have a shared background of being students at
the Rambert School of Ballet, extreme body transformations in adolescence, then of becoming wives
and mothers, but all theseintertwined with our
on-going relationships with movement and theatre
- Debbie working with actors and Clare within her
photography as both photographer and self portrait-
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Writing from both sides of the camera:
ist. Each shoot is a symbiosis of combined experience
and specialisms, and our understanding of the body
in movement and stillness.
Our collaboration began in 1992 with 16 Wonderful
Women - images inspired by the limericks of E. Lear
- followed by Breaking Form: Buz and Parkinson’s.
After the death of Debbie's husband Buz in 2014, we
continued with Breaking Form: Yellow, which in turn
led to this current series with both of us featuring in
the photographs.

'We have a shared
background of being
students, extreme
body transformations
in adolescence, then of
becoming wives and
mothers...'

Clare: photographer
‘The shoot day arrives and so begins the familiar
assembling, the rapid sorting of our diverse collections
of ‘props’ and loading the cars - ‘familiar’ because
this is how it has always happened through eras with
husbands, with children and with dogs. These times
have evaporated and now it’s just us with more
space, contrastingly random and certain, but always
together and listening to each other.
Every concept is slow to start but gathers momentum
cutting through the chaos of our personal visions to the
precise details of Debbie's physicality and movement,
the landscape and the story. If I am entering the frame
in response, it is always within the constraints of a 10
to 20 second self-timer.
The novelty of each shoot makes the rapid time frame
psychologically extend so that our bodies are captured
in the lens at their most alert. The photographic space is intuitively shared as we both search for
expressivity within physical adjustments - creating
a flow often out of the unexpected. This pleasurable
free form investigative way of working develops my
visual agility in distilling the final stages. We realise

that these images are utterly in the moment and
unrepeatable. They are evocations of our realities
– our losses and frailties, curiosity and optimism.’
Debbie: subject
‘We talk, we consider; during each shoot I try to dig
into myself but feel strangely unfocused, even inert,
and what I had imagined, unattainable. I put on
what Clare suggests of what I have brought with
me. I get into the spot and I do what Clare instructs
to start with. Slowly things start happening and
then, suddenly,
I am not absent, outside the event. Once I move I
go ‘inside my body’ and feel the experience of the
shoot from there - the step I take, the out-stretch of
my arm, for instance - and then I am absolutely in
each moment and reactive. And then what I had
thought becomes a physical fact and yet it is not
the pre-conceived picture that is happening: the
final picture ends up being the crux of the matter
we have understood together each in our own way.
These ways conjoin and what we create is often
subtle, is simple and unbelievably fulfilling’.
It is a profound and unique way of creatively
being.
FLIP 13
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Whiteness
By Stefanie Reichelt

E

sther was 92, when I first met her in
California. She told me “I have seen the
Wright brothers fly over my house, when
I was a little girl”. How can we see the
same, when her eyes have seen something
so remarkable, so iconic, so fundamentally world-changing? Do you know that the photons have
travelled light years from the sun, all along to earth,
just to cease to exist when they are captured on our
retinas?
Trona is a drive-through non-descript nothing place,
which one would pass without noticing if it was not for
the whiteness. The white dust is covering everything,
streets, trees, mountains – and the few houses. It is a
mining town for borax. The English word borax may be
directly derived from the Arabic bauraq/bwrk (natron)
from the verb to glisten, but it seems to actually derive
from the Persian burah meaning white.
When we see a white object that means none of the
colors of the visible spectrum were absorbed by the
object.
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Decoy
By Peter Spurgeon
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Control building at West Littleton in South Gloucestershire

T

he Decoy project concerns British
bombing decoy sites which were active
during the Second World War. At Special
Fires or Starfish sites, artificial fires were
used to simulate targets set alight by
incendiary bombs, the intention being
that the enemy would release bombs on these fake fires
rather than on the real targets.
One Starfish site at Kenn Moor was designed to protect
Bristol. Civil or 'C-series' decoys also aimed to protect
cities. They included 'QL' decoys which used electric
lights to simulate towns at night. The QL decoy at Chew
Magna in Somerset featured a display of muted lights
to resemble an urban area during a poor blackout.
The Decoy project encompasses three elements. Firstly
it’s informed by archive documents and data. Colin
Dobinson identified decoy locations from Air Ministry
documents held at the National Archives in his book
Fields of Deception1. Online heritage resources such as
pastscape.org give detailed information about historic
sites.
20 FLIP

Night shelter for a QF oil decoy on Fobbing Marshes in Essex

Secondly the images are staged in the sense that I
introduce artificial lighting to animate the landscape
and evoke the absent decoys. This intervention is an
extension of Kitty Hauser’s observation in Shadow
Sites: Photography, Archaeology and the British
Landscape2 about features that are no longer present
in the modern landscape: “the past may no longer be
so evident in the modern landscape, but its increasing
invisibility does not make it sensuously un-recoverable.” There is a resonance between the theatre of the
decoys and staged photography. My lighting alludes
to this theatricality and is intended to echo theatrical stage lighting. The landscape becomes a stage and
the photographic frame becomes a proscenium arch. It
also refers to the historic use of fires to suggest where
incendiary bombs had fallen and electric lights to
mimic military airfields, cities and railway sidings.
Thirdly my work falls into the aftermath photography category. The images portray the landscape and
remaining structures and traces as they are today,
75 years after the decoys were constructed. I make
photographs at former bombing decoy sites in the UK.

The introduction of artificial light to mimic wartime
dummy lights and fires adds a second index to the
photograph. The first index marks the instant (or more
accurately the 20 or 30 seconds of the long exposure)
when light fell on the camera's sensor. The second
index is the imagined moment 75 years previously
when a switch was thrown in the decoy control shelter
and the fake lights burst into life. These indices give
rise to a corresponding dual narrative: the surviving
physical structures in their modern setting and the
secret application of visual deception to defend civilian
and military targets during the war.

1
2

'There is a resonance
between the theatre of
the decoys and staged
photography.
My lighting alludes to this
theatricality and is intended
to echo theatrical stage
lighting..'

Dobinson, Colin - Fields of Deception. Methuen 2003
Hauser, Kitty - Shadow Sites. OUP 2007
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Control building and blast wall for a QL decoy at Chew Magna in Somerset

Above: Decoy pond at The Outstray, East Riding of Yorkshire
Below: Site of a Q decoy at Cliffe marshes for Gravesend airfield in Kent.
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In Focus: Phyllis Dooney
Interview by Frank Orthbandt

‘Gravity
is
Stronger
Here'

Y

ou could say Greenville, Mississippi
is representative of the American
city. It’s one of the many smalltown communities once prosperous
but now in steady economic and social decline. Its inhabitants, intoxicated by the air of the Mississippi Delta, claim
that gravity is stronger in this place, and that it
binds them to this city of contradictions.
Gravity is Stronger Here is the long-term personal
project of photographer Phyllis Dooney, in which
she introduces us to the Brown family, residents
of Greenville. What started out as a long-term documentary project covering a small and changing
community in the Southern States, developed into
a differentiated, intimate and evocative portrait
of this modern family and their daily struggle and
coming to terms with an increasingly drifting life.
The images are extremely close and vulnerable
and demonstrate the sensitivity Phyllis developed
during her visits to the Browns over five years.
Phyllis spoke to fLIP about her motivation behind
this story, and the challenges of working on and
completing such a long-term project.

24 FLIP
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Hello Phyllis, you‘ve developed Gravity Is Stronger
Here over a period of time. What was your initial
motivation and how did you find your story?
Originally, this was not meant to be a story about
Greenville, MS or even the Mississippi Delta. I knew I
wanted to begin in Mississippi but my intention was
to journey alongside the Mississippi River and look
at a variety of river towns. As a New Yorker I wanted
to see more of my country. The American South
has shaped the country monumentally as a whole
(culturally, economically, socially and politically). I
was looking to get a broader view of the ‘American
Way of Life’. Who are we? Greenville has its own
rich history but since the 1980s has been in steep
economic decline. I wanted to explore an American
city that had experienced this arc and was looking
for its second coming. I began my journey quite
blindly and openly, with photographer friend, Jakob
Layman. I had no story in mind except that I wanted
to discover and learn.
I began by speaking with locals and taking
impromptu photographs. On my first trip, I met
Halea Brown at the local karaoke bar. She would
become the heartbeat of the project. She introduced
me to her siblings and parents and after a couple of
years it became clear that they were the story. The
Browns, like all American families, are a cosmos
unto themselves - a complex system of hope and
hopelessness with narratives of addiction, abuse,
spirituality and desire.
Your images portray the lives and interactions of
the Brown family, and seemingly question some
perceived regional American stereotypes. What
fascinated you about the family? How did your
interaction during the lengthy process challenge
your own personal perceptions?
The project taught me that ‘The South’ for a ‘Yankee’
like me, is an idea in my head. I suppose I’m now
keen on deconstructing not only ‘The South’ (and
by extension, America) by learning its history
more critically, but more importantly, by learning
about these ideas in our heads, cultural norms
and stereotypes, that we internalize and in turn,
project. As someone who loves documentary work
and plans to continue making this kind of work,
it’s essential to understand what one is acting on.
I met Halea Brown on my first trip to Greenville
and she challenged every idea about what I would
find there. The regional stereotype that Southerners
are socially conservative and rigid is unfounded.
After five years of taking photographs in the Delta, I
began to wonder if in fact we are more rigid in New
York City when it comes to celebrating qualities
like eccentricity and character. The South certainly
votes for socially conservative political figures but
has a deep and nuanced appreciation for variations
in people. I appreciate this apparent dissonance and
embrace it as rich human complexity and, in terms of
my work, view simplification as more harmful.

'As a New Yorker I wanted to see more of my country. The American South has shaped the
country monumentally as a whole, culturally, economically, socially and politically.
I was looking to get a broader view of the ‘American Way of Life’. Who are we?'

>
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How often did you visit the Browns over the five
years and was it difficult to gain their trust to
develop images of very intimate personal and
family moments?
I visited roughly fifteen times, each trip varied in
length, dictated by forces like finances and time. In
general, folks in the South are very wary of people
coming down from the North and representing
them, which I think stems from the Federal level
intervention that began with the Civil War and
continued sporadically throughout the 20th century.
As an outsider, it took a lot of time spent there to
gain people’s trust. At the end of the day, time and
transparency can facilitate trust. I appreciate Black
Lives Matter’s credo ‘move at the speed of trust’.
That’s essential, in my work and personal life.
Your images tell the story of an individual family
and their personal relationships but there’s a
wider social context. How does your work reflect
on wider changes happening in American society
today?
The project touches on a variety of issues that
speak to the American condition today. In statistical
terms, the Browns fall into the white-working-poor
demographic that struggles disproportionally with
crystal meth and opioid addiction, under-education,
and domestic abuse, among other things. In
28 FLIP
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humanistic terms, the Browns reveal our unfulfilled
desires, expressed broadly on the internet today
through groups that fixate on conspiracy theories
like the New World Order, to selfies and public
performance on YouTube. The Browns also represent
a disappearance not only of the middle-class but
of the middle-class dream in America: white picket
fence, nuclear family, hard work and pension plan.
These are not necessarily realistic goals or what the
average American aspires to anymore.
The work has been published in book form
supplemented by a multi-media website. Was this
always your preferred presentation for this work?
How difficult was it to achieve such a balanced
final edit? Do you have any future plans for
showing this series, such as an exhibition?
The project is made up of photographs, poems and
short films so it is malleable in its presentation
formats. I knew early on that it was suited to a book,
particularly after Jardine became a contributor.
Editing for me is never easy. Thankfully, I had
Alison Morley on board to work out the edit. We
edited together throughout the years to flesh out the
project in general and then again of course to layout
the book.
Currently, I am excited by exhibition formats
and possibilities to bring together the different

components. The work will show at LightField
Festival in Hudson, NY this summer. My goal is to
bring the work to Mississippi and I’m working on
ideas for achieving that in 2018.
Did you involve the Browns in the editing process?
What was their reaction to the final result? The
book also contains poetry from the American
author Jardine Libraire, which in my opinion add
to the mood expressed in your images. How did
this collaboration come about?
I don’t involve any participant-subjects in the editing
process. However, for me, this means I am taking on
an ethical responsibility to maintain their dignity
and to find ways to include their voice. My process
to keep this in check is to have lengthy conversations
during the shooting process, to share what I see, and
to communicate my intentions. I also try to expose
myself in the finished work and to invite more
collaborative experiences. For example, in a clip in
one of the short films Halea talks about how it feels
to be documented (which is also in the introduction
of the book) to me, the camera. Halea and I also made
a music video of her original song so that she had an
avenue to express herself in her terms.

'I met Halea Brown on
my first trip to Greenville
and she challenged every
idea about what I would
find there. The regional
stereotype that Southerners
are socially conservative and
rigid is unfounded.'

I invited Jardine Libaire into the process (about
3 years in) because I wanted to include their voice
in a way that reflected their lyricism and thoughts

>
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For me, the discovery of the narrative and structure
happens through making the work. In Greenville, I
met with local non-profit organisations, to learn
about racial and economic disparity. I visited the
local history museum run by Benji Nelkin and
learned that Steinmart was born in Greenville among
a robust Jewish population. I read that casinos
were parked along the river, promising a new,
invigorated economy. Really though, my research
was simply hitting the streets and talking to folks. I
recently read Robert Frank’s grant proposal for The
Americans. It astonished me how vague he was. His
notion essentially was to drive around and figure it
out on the road. I think I am made of that cloth when
it comes to storytelling. Inside, I reject the idea that I
can create a story/narrative before I experience/find
it.
After five years, I got to a point where I felt I had
a choice to stop, or to go on for another five years.
I knew that another year of shooting, for example,
would not affect the topography of the work. That
said, I would not be surprised if I begin another
chapter of this work with the Browns in 5-10 years
from now.
And what of the future? Have you started any new
project that you can share with us?
I am working on another transmedia project The
Vertigo of Time that is a photography series and
16mm experimental short documentary that features
the descendants of an enslaved population from a
prominent North Carolina plantation, now ‘Historic
Stagville’. The work looks at the contiguity of slavery
through the lives of Stagville’s descendants today
who are not necessarily defined by their family
or national history, but like all Americans, are
inextricably woven from it. In the antebellum period
Stagville Plantation produced corn, wheat, tobacco,
and cotton, raised pigs and milled grain with the
labour of an enslaved population that numbered 900
at the time of emancipation - and an estimated 3000
total enslaved people over time.

<

beyond what captions can do. Jardine created
poems containing italicised quotes from the Browns.
Including a writer in the project also materialized
a desire that I had to portray the Browns through
multiple lenses thereby exposing the documentary
process as a series of portals and perspectives.
Together we hoped to present a consciousness rather
than a truism. Jardine also wrote a poem called
Outsiders for the book which effectively brought us
and our points of view into the story itself.
Halea and her family have seen the book and
they value the work and respect it as an artistic
endeavour. They understand that it is only a version
of their family. Along the way we talked a lot about
the process and the value of that in and of itself. We
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had a meaningful and rich time making this work. We
developed friendships and investigated each other.
The short films have only recently been finished and I
have not shared them yet but of course I will soon. If
I had my way, I’d have a private screening with them
but I am not sure I can make that happen.
How do you see this series positioned in the
context of your overall body of work? You have
been a very successful documentary photographer
publishing in international publications… is
your process of developing a story different when
shooting personal and commercial work?
Gravity Is Stronger Here was my first long term
documentary project, it’s where I sharpened my teeth

and it taught me a great deal. In the making of this
work, I had to confront the ethical dilemmas inherent
in documentary, the managing of relationships,
and had to expand my documentary storytelling
vocabulary by picking up audio and video. And
yes, of course, assignment work and personal work
differ greatly. In my personal work, I’m finding the
narrative while collecting visuals. In assignment
work, the story is for the most part predetermined.
How do you identify a good storyline for such a
long-term project, and more importantly, how
do you realise an end - or know that the story is
ended?

The project looks at the convergence of the past and
present day - ‘the vertigo of time’ (Chris Marker, Sans
Soleil) - where individuals and systems are part of
a collective continuum, imbued with both ethereal
and concrete inscriptions from the past. ‘The past
is never dead. It's not even past’. William Faulkner.
All the best for this exciting new project, Phyllis,
and many thanks talking to us.

'For me, the discovery of
the narrative and structure
happens through making the
work.'
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The Photograph that Inspired Me
By Éanna de Fréine

Zapadnoe Biryulevo I, 2011, Alexander Gronsky

I

can’t remember where I was when I first saw
it, but I can remember the feeling I had. It
was as if I was looking at a different world. It
looked similar to the world I knew, but clearly
it was not the same world.

For years now I have been interested in the many ways
we are changing the face of the planet, and adapting
to new ways of living within our new creations.
With our freeways, skyscrapers, and other elements
of modern society, there is no doubt that our world
has changed in the past 200 years. I am fascinated
about this transformation, and by how we change
our behaviour and standards alongside the physical
changes that we are making to the landscapes.
In the image I have chosen, four cooling towers
belonging to a nuclear power plant form the backdrop.
The day is in final stretch, as can be seen by the sun
which is dipping down between the cooling towers.
The foreground is all vegetation. There are some trees,
but mostly it is long grass. It looks like a wasteland
- which is not surprising given its proximity to the
towers.
But on second glance, almost hidden in the long grass,
we see a person. And then another person. A couple.
This, under the gaze of the enormous cooling towers,
is where they have chosen to come to be together.
The sun shines through the trees onto the tips of the
grass shoots. There is to it, an unmistakable sense of
Le Déjeuner sur l'herbe by Manet, but the setting is
different. This, in our new world, has become a place
of recreation.
What I love about this photo is that, on first glimpse,
it pulls me in. The colours, the composition, the light
- they all seduce me. But as I look longer, I recoil.
There is a sense of dystopia about it. It makes me
feel uneasy, despite the sheer aesthetic beauty of it.
It begs many questions about our modern world, and
our constant obsession with development.
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I grew up just outside of Dublin. My house was one of
many identical houses in a row. Together we formed
the very edge of the town. Behind our house were
miles and miles of green fields and small country
avenues, while before stood more houses, which
slowly morphed into Dublin the further you travelled
in that direction.
Having these two distinct areas on my doorstep, I
suppose, helped to form my identity and my expectations of what each space is for. The green areas are
for farming, and houses set back from the road. The
town was for people, shops and activity.
I got used to these distinctions. I grew up with them
and they became normal to me. Within Dublin itself
there were residential areas where people lived,
commercial areas where people worked and shopped,
and, right on the fringes of the city, the industrial
area with the port, small power plants. Each had its
own area. Never to be mixed.
In Dublin, where the city meets the sea, are two tall
chimneys. They can be seen from almost anywhere
in the city and around Dublin bay itself. There are
everlasting reminders of the industrial element of
our small city, hidden as well as they are. Growing
up, it was the only reference point I had of power and
industry. Ireland doesn’t have nuclear power plants,
and most of our power comes from natural gas, peat
and coal - none of which leave such distinguishable
marks on our land as nuclear power plants.
Therefore, coming back to Gronsky’s photo - it seemed
almost unreal to me that this place could be a place
for people too - a place for relaxation and recreation.
It felt all familiar, but completely unknown to me at
the same time.

View this image at: tinyurl.com/y9wuvxoy
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Theme cover: Camilla Broadbent Thy shadows form darkly bright
1, Front cover and Backflip cover - Neenad Arul Hungry Dog:
Juxtaposition of a yawning dog and people at a beach, Mumbai, Boy and A dog:
A young kid playing with a stray dog, Mumbai ,India and Dream Window: Kids
on the local bus on their way home, Jaipur, India. From the ongoing series Dog
Story, which aims to explore the whole palette of emotions, challenges and
conditions resulting from the connections between humans and dogs in
society .
2 Ernst Schlogelhofer A mating dance, a happy end for now.
3 Ray Rapkerg I am Angry with Photography. From a series exploring the
conflict between social media ‘success’ versus personal development in
photography. Ray’s photographs that he is most pleased with are far less
popular on social media than his photographs that he feels are a little bland
and hackneyed!
4-6 Kathryn Alkins Statement of Intent, A Serious Campaign and Three Wise
Men. From the series The Women’s March at Trafalgar Square

13&14 Anna Lerner Amen and Office scene. Both from a series of
photographs taken in the City of London at the weekend, when it is deserted
of office workers. We piece together, invent, and discover stories from clues
that reveal themselves in things left behind, signs, symbols, allusions to what
was before and what could be. City of London is a place where past and
present converge, and multiple stories unfold.
15-17 Peter Haxton Expectant, Tail Lift and Left Leg
18-21 Astrid Schulz Hanoi (Pham Hang Quan and Tean Quoi Viet having
a break in the backyard of a tattoo parlour), Hue (Nguyen Minh Ngoc is still
a student, but also organises educational summer camps for young people.
Ngoc loves to watch movies and her favourite TV series Game of Thrones),
Hue (Nguen Thi Nhu Hue is working as an art teacher. Passionate about
fashion, she loves bargain-hunting at a local second-hand market. A good eye
for detail means many of her collected items cost less than one dollar) and Hoi
An (18-year-old Le Van An has worked with his father Le Van Dong for 2 years
now. The ancestors have been fishermen since they can remember. However,
An does not know if it is worth keeping the family business alive as they are
catching less fish than ever before). From the series 100 Faces of Viet Nam.
Photographed in 5 different cities from the North to the South.

7-10 Arron Hansford Father Study 1-4
22 Anne Crabbe Untitled

EXPOSURE
EVENTS
EXHIBITIONS
BOOK REVIEWS
TURNING POINT

11 Benjamin Szabo Untitled
Back Cover - Shameela Beeloo Untitled From her series documenting
Mayfield Organic Farm and the Sunday Market where the produce is sold
every week. Though many supermarkets sell organic vegetables, the produce
is overpriced and the soil stripped of nutrients from intensive farming of the
land. By shopping at a local farmers market buyers are cutting down on food
miles, excess packaging, and can be reassured that they are buying from a local
grower, as well as supporting the local economy.

The theme for the next issue is URBAN
www.londonphotography.org.uk/magazine/submit
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Neenad Arul

12 Danilo Leonardi Morning traffic near Liverpool Street Station in London.
Man and dog seem to be on their way to a job, pretty much like everyone else
is at that time of the morning. They look as if they do this together every day,
and have been doing so for a long time. The dog is not a stay-at-home dog but
a go anywhere dog, keeping its owner company no matter what. This could be
their story. From the series Cities and Urban Spaces.
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Beyond Drifting
by Mandy Barker
reviewed by Stefanie Reichelt

Beyond Seeing: A response to Mandy Barker’s
Beyond Drifting: Imperfectly Known Animals

M

andy Barker’s Beyond
Drifting:
Imperfectly
Known Animals project
challenges our perception by
creating images that borrow a
visual language from scientific
techniques. They are seemingly
obtained with a microscope, but
the objects depicted are neither
microscopic in size nor have
they been photographed through
a microscope. And they are not
the organic animals indicated
by the book title: the objects – or
specimen - are pieces of plastic
poisoning the sea.
The project uses beautiful, abstract artistic photography to
raise awareness of the unnatural pollution of oceans and animals. In its gentle and elegant
way, the work should leave
the observer in a confused and
rather shocked state of mind:
suddenly realizing that the
seemingly harmless ‘plankton’
floating in the sea, which ap-
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pear decoratively abstract, are
in reality manifestations of dangerous and toxic residues of our
comfortably egoistic consumer
culture.
The images in Beyond Drifting
create a fundamental challenge
- they question our perception
and our ways of seeing. This is
supported and enhanced by the
way the image series has been
turned into a seemingly scientific book: artist Mandy Barker and
her co-designer Tiffany Jones
have created an art object which
plays not only with our optical
but also our haptic and olfactory
senses.
‘If you want to understand,
just look at the thing’ (Richard
Feynman)
I am a photographer and a scientist. In my research, I develop
novel optical imaging systems
and applications of these imaging methods to cancer research.
These modern microscopes are
used to generate images of cells

and subcellular particles to discover and describe and explain
how we live.
How does it work? There are
many steps necessary to create a scientific image, but even
for a lay-person with no knowledge of the scientific processes,
these are almost certainly recognisable as ‘scientific’. That’s
because we don’t just snap
something, but we (the scientists) create and use a universal verbal and visual language,
which allows us to recognize
and communicate the scientific
processes.
Mandy has created something
quite ingenious: she has reverse
engineered the scientific imaging process. Her images contain
the essence of the scientific
visual language without having used the scientific process.
She has shifted reference points
and twisted our perception.
This raises the questions: “Do
we understand how we see? Is
what we see ‘true’?”

'With great attention to detail, the book holds its secret
in a sealed few pages which reveal the true nature of the
specimen - it is up to the reader’s interpretation, whether
these pages close the exploration or just peel off another
layer of a far more complex and endless search for the
ultimate ‘truth’...'
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There are wonderful references
in her work which allow me to
reflect on the methods that I use.
With our novel microscopes, we
generate images which resemble Barker’s ‘imperfectly known
animals’. How do we know that
they are truer depictions than
Mandy’s animals?
In Beyond Drifting a new world
has been generated, not unlike
Joan Fontcuberta’s animal collection. The ‘scientific’ images
are printed on lovely, thick paper. Each image is accompanied
by a hand-written label, the
blotchy, bleached cover gives
reference to a library book along
with the lending ‘collection’
card inside. The texture, touch,
and even the scent of the book
give reference to a scientific encyclopaedia.
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With great attention to detail,
the book holds its secret in a
sealed few pages which reveal
the true nature of the specimen
- where the animal plankton
are uncovered after carefully
removing the ‘Hazard’ tape.
Within these pages, Mandy
Barker’s process is exposed. It
is up to the reader’s interpretation, whether these pages close
the exploration or just peel
off another layer of a far more
complex and endless search for
the ultimate ‘truth’.

See more about the book and
order at www.overlapse.com

'The ‘scientific’
images are printed
on lovely, thick
paper. Each image
is accompanied
by a hand-written
label, the blotchy,
bleached cover
gives reference to
a library book along
with the lending
‘collection’ card
inside.'
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Chrystel Lebas: Regarding Nature
Lebas uses photography and moving
image to explore and illuminate the often
complex relationships between human
beings and nature. Her interest is in looking
at how landscapes carry psychological
significance and reveal concealed histories.
Preferring to photograph during twilight
hours, she exploits the magical effects of
the particular dipped light to accentuate the
‘sublime’ and draw attention to our place
within the natural world. Until 5 Aug at The
Photographers’ Gallery, 16-18 Ramillies St,
London W1F 7LW

Arthur Jafa: A Series of Utterly
Improbable, Yet Extraordinary
Renditions A site-specific installation at
the Serpentine Sackler Gallery in which Jafa
has transformed the space with a series
of new assemblages that encompass film,
photography and found footage. The title
relates to the sense of absence that Jafa
observes as haunting Black life. Until 10 Sep
at The Serpentine Sackler Gallery, Kensington
Gardens, London W2 3XA
A Handful of Dust This speculative
history of the 20th century, conceived by
writer and curator David Campany, traces
a visual journey through the imagery of
dust from aerial reconnaissance, wartime
destruction and natural disasters to urban
decay, domestic dirt and forensics. Featuring
work by over 30 artists and photographers
including Marcel Duchamp, Walker Evans,
Robert Filliou, Mona Kuhn, Man Ray,
Gerhard Richter, Sophie Ristelhueber, Aaron
Siskind, Shomei Tomatsu, Jeff Wall and
Nick Waplington. Until 3 Sep at Whitechapel
Gallery, 77-82 Whitechapel High St, London
E1 7QX

Julie Cockburn, Gamut 2017© Julie
Cockburn, courtesy Flowers Gallery

Emanuel Almborg: Learning Matter
New work by this Swedish artist looks at
the role technology plays in our everyday
lives and considers how material conditions
and technologies shape social relations. It
was developed in collaboration with his
mother, educator Agneta Almborg, and
a group of 7 to10-year-olds from a local
school in east London – and the workshops
were documented by Agneta, using black
and white photography. Until 3 Sep at
Whitechapel Gallery, 77-82 Whitechapel High
St, London E1 7QX
David Gwinnutt: Before We Were
Men Against a backdrop of financial
recession and rising unemployment in the
early 1980s, a new generation of young
creatives emerged in London, centered
around the city’s vibrant underground
club scene. These grainy black and
white photographs feel unguarded and
spontaneous, offering a privileged glimpse
into the private worlds of these rising stars
who lived, worked and played together. Until
24 September at Room 39, National Portrait
Gallery, St Martins Place, London WC2H 0HE

and archival material. Shot in sumptuous
monochrome it’s a lyrical exploration - and
recreation - of the private world of poet,
social activist, novelist, playwright, and
columnist Langston Hughes and his fellow
black artists and writers who formed the
Harlem Renaissance during the 1920s. Until
29 July at Victoria Miro Gallery, 16 Wharf Rd,
London N1 7RW
Untitled©Anderson & Low

Maggi Hambling by David Gwinnutt
1984©David Gwinnut

Terence Spencer: A Lasting
Impression A playful retrospective
exploring the youth and vivacity of one of
Britain’s most defining decades, featuring
the many faces, fashions and sounds of the
Swinging Sixties with prints showcasing
iconic stars in their prime alongside the
beauty of ordinary life and everyday style.
Until 20th August at the Proud Gallery, The
Horse Hospital, Chalk Farm Road, London
NW1 8AH

Voyages The Science Museum Group's
collection of historical ship models has
been dramatically re-imagined for this
new exhibition by fine art photographers
Anderson & Low. Voyages represents a
surprising reinterpretation of a much-loved
collection charting the development of
maritime history. Looking at these models
through the protective sheeting that covers
them has had a radical effect on both scale
and context. Until 30 July at Media Space,
The Science Museum, Exhibition Road, London,
SW7 2DD
Isaac Julien: “I dream a world”
Looking for Langston Isaac Julien’s
seminal work Looking for Langston is the focus
of this exhibition of newly-conceived, largescale and silver gelatin photographic works

Street London East London
publisher Hoxton Mini Press, joins iN
PUBLiC’s Nick Turpin and OBSERVE
Collective’s Jason Reed to create an
unrivalled gathering in the world’s capital
of street photography. With talks,
shooting, panel discussions, drinks and
much more. From 18-20th August. www.
streetlondon.co.uk

LSPF A non-profit inter-national event
based in London showcasing Street
Photography. The goal of the festival is
to build a community and to establish
and develop a platform for networking,
learning and development through
exhibitions, workshops, lectures,
competition and associated events. From
25-27th August. www.lspf.co.uk

Reyner Banham: America British
architectural historian Peter Reyner
Banham was not only a vivid writer but
also a compulsive snapshot photographer
who described himself as an ‘observational
historian.’ Banham repeatedly visited and
recorded buildings, cities and landscapes,
giving an insight into an America to which he
moved in 1976. These photographs are only
a selection of the hundreds of 35mm colour
slides housed at the AA Photo Library
that reveal his distinct photographic body
of work. Until 28th July at the Architectural
Association School of Architecture, 37 Bedford
Square, London WC1B 3ES
Julie Cockburn: All Work and No
Play An exhibition of new works featuring
her trademark embellished and manipulated
found images. From 6-30 Sep at Flowers
Gallery, 21 Cork Street, London W1S 3LZ

© Jeff Mermelstein, Statue (Double Check by Seward Johnson), NY 2001 courtesy the artist
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Gregory Crewdson:
Cathedral of the Pines

3AM
By AM Projects
Reviewed by Mandy Williams

Reviewed by Ingrid Newton

C

ities like dreams are
made of desires and
fears1.

Gregory Crewdson, Mother and Daughter, 2014 ©Gregory Crewdson,
courtesy Gagosian Gallery

Gregory Crewdson, The Shed, 2013 ©Gregory Crewdson, courtesy
Gagosian Gallery

'The photographs are more reminiscent of paintings...
the cool, subdued tones enhance the mood of emotional
distance where characters have no eye contact with each
other or the viewer.'

W

ith this exhibition of
Crewdson’s
most
recent body
of work, the
Photographers’ Gallery is devoting all three of its gallery spaces
to one photographer for the first
time ever.
Marking a departure from his
previous subject matter of uncanny suburban life, Crewdson
photographs his subjects in
more natural environments, in
and around the small town of
Becket, Massachusetts, where
he has made his home. Interior
shots feature small simply fur-
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nished cabins where his anonymous figures, often unclothed,
pose lost in thought, frozen
in various cryptic actions or
paused in the middle of a mundane task. The viewer is left to
decipher these highly charged,
ambiguous narratives as best
they can.
The photographs are more reminiscent of paintings rather than
the lavish cinematic creations
of his previous series; Edward
Hopper’s melancholic interiors
come to mind as well as North
American and European nineteenth century landscape painting. As always with Crewdson’s
work, the lighting is of para-

mount importance, but here he
has worked with more natural
light. The cool, subdued tones
enhance the mood of emotional
distance where characters have
no eye contact with each other
or the viewer. The atmosphere is
calm yet unsettling. Working as
usual with a large crew, Crewdson composes and stages the images as meticulously as ever, yet
this body of work seems to offer
a deeper level of emotional intensity and is his most personal
work to date.
Until 8 Oct at The Photographers’ Gallery, 16-18 Ramillies
St, London W1F 7LW

3AM, an experimental
collaboration
between AM Projects and Akina
Books, is an invitation to enter
a city of dreams and take a mesmeric and hallucinatory journey
through the dark corners of Bangkok.
The invite starts with the cover - a
black and white photograph of a
woman looking out at us, languid
and semi-naked, surrounded by
frames of dizzying maroon and
green. We enter and follow.
The opening pages are faint vibrations of shapes; dark patterns
such as you might see through
lowered eyelids as you drift towards sleep. You notice a makeshift bed, two pillows propped
desultorily against the wall, the
grey image mirrored on its oppo-

site page. Down the centre hangs a
superimposed red curtain, pierced
with red stitching.
On another page, distorted fingers press into folds of fabric, the
hand flattened and nebulous. The

rippling material forms the background of the following pages,
framing a black and white image
of a body that exists as an anonymous, dark shape of fleshy folds.
Throughout the book the skin of
the city is drawn back to reveal a
night of sex workers, canals and
bridges, and anonymous rooms.
Barely visible bodies glimmer,
milky-white. A pale figure sits
centre page. We see their foot
reach out towards us… their fingernails and labia. A man, naked
in a tangerine glow, leans against
a wall and the room appears to
tilt on its axis. Faces stare out at
us in soft grey tones, marked by
chemical stains and spills. Other

bodies are blistered through processes, darkroom scars. Psychedelic patterns of bubbling colour
punctuate the blackness.
Photographers Tiane Doan na
Champassak, Olivier Pin-Fat,
Thomas Vandeberghe, Laura
Rodari, Daisuke Yokota and Hiro-

shi Takizawa are well known for
their individual alchemic and experimental approaches to image
making and 3AM, edited by Alex
Bocchetto and designed by Valentina Abenavoli, flows with their
shared spirit. Shooting together
in Bangkok for a month in January 2016, they have produced a
compelling and dynamic visual
poem to the darkness of the city.
Highly recommended.
Calvino, Italo: Invisible Cities.
1972

1

3AM is published by Akina Books,
196pp, £43

'Faces stare out
at us in soft grey
tones, marked
by chemical
stains and spills.
Other bodies are
blistered through
processes,
darkroom scars.'
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Fenómeno Fotolibro/
Photobook Phenomenon

In Memoriam:
Ariadne van de Ven

Reviewed by Tony Harris

By Hugh Look

'An Overview of the History of the
Photobook on Show in Barcelona.'

S

This large show, displaying some
500 photobooks, was curated by
nine photographers in seven sections. The books are displayed
in varied and innovative fashion,

Gerry Badger, and in some way
it seems the exhibition has been
partly inspired by their Magnum
Opus three-volume work The Photobook: A History1. Parr’s section
The Collector’s Vision: Martin
Parr’s Best Photobooks, was perhaps my favourite as his selections offered an overview of the
history of the photobook. I learnt
much simply because many of the
photobooks were unknown to me,
but the display contextualised the
period they were produced in, giving a historical perspective to the
books.
Gerry Badger’s section, Propaganda Books versus Protest Books
was equally interesting, because

with waist level cabinets that
show a description of the book
in Catalan, Spanish and English.
Then the (often rare) book itself
would be displayed in the cabinet as a museum object - followed
by either a printed facsimile,
electronic display that could be
scrolled by the viewer - or a video
of the book with the pages being
turned by hand. This latter view
was quite compelling and I found
myself often seated watching the
video of hands turning the pages.
Curators include Martin Parr and

it showed that both propaganda
and protest books are really two
sides of the same coin. Spanish
state broadcaster TVE’s photobook on the funeral of Franco was
compelling, more so considering
the ongoing shadow he seems to
cast on contemporary Spain. The
section Reading New York: A PhotoBookStudy on William Klein’s
“Life is Good & Good for You in
New York” shows, page by page,
the book on the walls of the museum. This was interesting but not
a great draw for me. There was at

erendipity and enlightenment! These words
describe my experience of the Fenomen
Fotollibre exhibition,
which is currently on
in Barcelona. But they could also
be two aspects of the photobook…
for whilst photobooks are planned
out in advance, they can take advantage of the times they are produced in and often result in greater understanding for the reader.
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least a copy of the book to view.
The next section, Five Aspects of
Japanese Photobooks, was fascinating, I had no idea that the
photobook had such a following
in Japan and one that was concurrent with the great European
photobooks of the early twentieth
century.
As it turned out, I assumed wrongly that this would be a show about
contemporary photobooks, so the
section Contemporary Practices
was actually a little disappointing - but on reflection it could
have been that after all the wonder and emotion of the previous
sections modern photobooks do
not yet have the context of history behind them. Erik Kessels’
section Fascinations and Failures
was something of a ‘failure’ for
me, as the inclusion of ‘humorous’
soft porn photobooks highlighted
the casual sexism that sometimes

I

t is with great sadness
that I have to tell you that
LIP member Ariadne van
de Ven died on 14th March
after a short illness. She
was 56. She was a very
talented and thoughtful photographer, as well as a valued member
of LIP and a great personal friend
to many, including me.
Ariadne’s best-known work is
her extensive range of portraits
from Kolkata, a city she loved
very much. She believed strongly
that her photographs were a collaboration between herself and
the person she was photographing, and her portraits are full of
life revealed in the shared moment of interaction. Working
with film cameras, she would
print photographs when she was
back in Richmond and then take
them with her to give to the participants on her next trip. Her

black and white prints are full of
life, dignity and with touches of
shared humour. Not all are portraits: her observations of the city
are equally nuanced, with an understanding that things are never
quite as they seem.
She spoke and wrote fascinatingly
on photography, and especially
about her work in Kolkata. I hope
we will be able to find a way to
publish her absorbing, long essay,
The Eyes of the Street, written for
her MA on Place, Environment
and Writing in 2015.
Ariadne was an active member of
the LIP committee as well as being
a pivotal contributor to meetings
of the Central satellite group. She
was very much a driving force in
getting the Central group to where
it is now: during our meetings her
comments were always insightful and supportive, especially
to people new to photography

and finding their own vision and
voice. That didn’t stop her being
honest, but she was able to communicate reservations and criticisms in a way that enabled us to
understand them and appreciate
the significance of what she was
saying.
Some of us were able to spend
time with her in hospital and the
hospice. She was surrounded by
family and friends and was completely without self-pity or regret.
She said how much she had enjoyed her life and accepted what
was happening to her with dignity
and her usual calm thoughtfulness about others.
She told me she wanted to be remembered and not missed; it’s
hard not to miss her, but it’s very
easy to remember her and all that
she brought to photography, to
LIP and to her friends.

pervades the photo industry in
general. The last section, The Library Is the Museum, included
Henri Cartier-Bresson’s book The
Decisive Moment2 as a wall display, fascinating to see it laid out
linearly.
If you are lucky enough to be in
Barcelona over the summer, do
visit and make sure you go to both
venues.
Until 27th August at Centre de
Cultura Contemporània de Barcelona.

© Ariadne van de Ven
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A Series of Incidents and Opportunities

‘The White Cliffs of Dover' by Alan Eglinton

'When I came to edit my
pictures, I initially thought this
‘hole in the ground’ was just
okay… then as I looked at it
every day on my studio wall,
it started to grow on me.'

Kathryn Alkins grew up in North Wales and
has lived and worked as an educator in London,
for many years. Kathryn is now beginning to
explore and express her artistic aspect through
photography and has recently exhibited her
Deptford Creek project at the Gallery, Linear
House, Greenwich. tinyurl.com/hw8835e
Neenad Arul is visual artist born in 1987 in
Mumbai. He focuses his creativity on exploring
the hidden emotions and art on streets through
photography and as a curious spectator of the
true, open-air theater of the streets, he constantly
tries to transcend the banality of everyday life.
In his spare time he likes to go paragliding and
travelling to offbeat destinations. His work has
been published internationally and he was also
awarded monochrome photographer of the year
for Societies UK. www.neenadarul.wordpress.com

O

n 25th October 2016 I was at the ‘jungle’
camp in Calais. The whole camp was
to be evacuated by the French authorities by the following day – and all day,
migrants had been setting fire to their
own makeshift homes. Like many of the
other photographers on site, I was attracted by the
flames and clouds of black smoke. Indeed, a home on
fire is a powerful image. I noticed something had been
uprooted leaving a hole in the ground. And this made
me stop to take a picture.
When I came to edit my pictures, I initially thought
this ‘hole in the ground’ was just okay… then as I
looked at it every day on my studio wall, it started to
grow on me. This image marks a change of direction in
my ongoing project, The White Cliffs Of Dover.
My first photo expedition to Calais had been in August
2009. I’d wanted to make a documentary-style photo
project on one of the previous ‘jungle’ camps that
housed mainly Pashtun Afghan migrants. Somehow,
I felt the pictures I took didn’t belong to me; it was as
though the refugees and I were part of a well-rehearsed
scenario and strangely, “Hey mister, take my picture”
seemed to be a recurring line. I needed to find a more
personal approach to this subject. I read Olivier
Lugon’s Le Style Documentaire1 , hoping his study
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on 1920s to 1940s German and American documentary photo practices might give me new insight into my
project. ‘Describing a community despite or thanks
to its absence in the image’ and how photographers
such as Sander and Renger-Patzsch documented the
German land; these were topics in the book that spoke
to me.
His writings probably informed the taking of this
picture. It was the type of image I’d been looking
for. It seemed more ambiguous than the pictures I
took in 2009, mainly of Afghan refugees killing time
in their camp. It has set the tone for the editing of
the other pictures from October 2016, which equally
focus on details and traces left by the migrants during
the dismantling of their camp - signs that may point
towards a larger context, like synecdoches.
The ‘land’ element in this picture will become central
to my project’s forthcoming writings, which I wish
to instill with questions about roots and belonging
and with my own personal experience of France-UK
emigration. Indeed, Calais was the first French town I
saw when disembarking the ferry from Dover in 1991.
O. LUGON, Le Style Documentaire, Éditions Macula,
2011
1

Shameela Beeloo works as a healthcare
assistant by day and in her spare time continues
to shoot personal projects based on food
production, land use and development. Currently
she’s working on a series based on the changing
landscapes in Essex, where she lives. www.
photographing.carbonmade.com
Camilla Broadbent is drawn to gaudy, faded,
beauty. To the highly coloured, and richly textured.
To the painterly, neglected, and the strange. Using
layering and juxtaposition she creates surreal,
trompe l’oeil worlds. She enjoys the suggestion of
hidden secrets, and of a doorway between illusion
and reality. www.camillabroadbent.com
Anne Clements is a storyteller whose current
work blends fact with fantasy to explore the
universal themes of rejection, the power of
absence and the nature of truth. This year she
received an MA in Photography from the London
College of Communication. www.anneclements.com
Anne Crabbe annecrabbe.co.uk
Debbie Green MA FHEA is a London-based
Senior Lecturer at RCSSD and co-author of
Actor Movement: expression of the physical being
(Bloomsbury 2014). For over 40 years Debbie has
photographed with an Olympus OM1 & OM2.
Éanna de Fréine is the founder of The Velvet
Cell, a publishing house dedicated to exploring
social landscapes. He is also the editor of
IndiePhotobooks. www.eannadefreine.com

Alan Eglinton was born and grew up in the East
of England and is currently based in Edinburgh.
He holds a BA Hons degree in film studies from
the Université Paul Valéry in Montpellier, France
and an MFA from the French National School of
Photography in Arles. His work has been shown
in the Rencontres d’Arles in 2009, at the Galerie
Michèle Chomette (Paris) in 2011, at LE BAL
(Paris) in 2012 and at Le Magasin de Jouets (Arles)
in 2013. His work has been published widely.
Arron Hansford is a visual and audio artist,
working out of Manchester in the UK, whose work
explores communication, relationships and mental
health. He is currently completing his MA in
photography at Manchester Metropolitan University,
after completing my BA back in 2012. www.
arronhansford.wordpress.com
Peter Haxton is a self-taught, London based
photographer who spends many hours roaming
the streets, both east and west, following the
light, looking for situations and always enjoying
the experience. All his work is ‘as seen’, without
modification. www.flickr.com/photos/waldopark
Danilo Leonardi is a freelance photographer
who specialises in architecture, interiors and
construction. He uses Instagram to keep a
notebook on cities and the use of urban spaces.
www.instagram.com/daniloleonardi5092 and www.
property-and-architecture-photography.com
Anna Lerner enjoys photography as a
medium to capture and share her observations
of the beautiful, funny, and interesting world
around her. Her approach to photography is
immediate and instinctive. www.instagram.com and
annalernerphotography
Nicola Jayne Maskrey is a London based
photographic artist interested in time, transience
and narrative, combining analogue and digital
processes and working with print and projection.
www.njmaskrey.com
Clare Park MA RCA is a London-based
portrait/fine art photographer and ‘an uninhibited
chronicler of her own body and her life, speaking
for her own self and beyond that for all those
caught in the flux of bodily and emotional change’
(Creative Review). www.clarepark.com

more than four decades, Ray’s photographs are
still blurred. www.instagram.com/rayrapkerg
Stefanie Reichelt is a Cambridge-based
scientist and photographer. Her research at
the CRUK Cambridge Institute includes the
development of novel scientific imaging techniques.
In her photographic work, Stefanie explores the
perception in photography. Her main interests
are portraits and sequencing images for photo
books. cargocollective.com/StefanieReichelt and www.
stefaniereichelt-photographyandprints.com
Astrid Schulz has been a portrait and
documentary photographer for over 13years. She
is originally from Germany, but has been living
in the UK for 23 years. The world is her oyster
and she loves exploring the life of others, whilst
keeping an eye on traditions and lifestyles. Astrid’s
work can be found in book publications and
international magazines. www.astridschulz.com
Ernst Schlogelhofer has an MA in photography
from UAL, he was born in Vienna in 1958 and
now divides his time between London and Vienna.
www.albumen-gallery.com and www.camerapeak.com
Peter Spurgeon lives and works in Bristol. He
completed a MA in Documentary Photography
at the University of South Wales, Newport. www.
peterspurgeon.photo
Jo Stapleton is an analogue photographer with
an interest in constructive realities – and in lith
and other alternative processes. She has exhibited
at LIP summer exhibitions, had her first solo
exhibition Adventures in Miniature in 2015 and this
summer will be exhibiting at Shutterhub Open in
Edinburgh and Hertfordshire Affordable Art Fair.
www.flickr.com/photos/beatniksoup
Benjamin Szabo is a London-based
photographer who specialises in people
photography. He has exhibited in London and
internationally and his work has been published
in magazines in the UK and Spain. www.
benjaminszabophotography.com

Ray Rapkerg started taking photographs at
age six when his father gave him a Box Brownie
camera. Those old Box Brownie photographs
came out blurred, but Ray was hooked. After
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www.londonphotography.org.uk

